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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to a bonnet bumpstop for
a vehicle according to the preamble of claim 1. The in-
vention may be used together with bonnets of different
vehicles, for example passenger cars.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Motor vehicle manufacturers are constantly
striving to provide vehicles which, in the event of a colli-
sion, reduce the risk of injury to persons involved in the
collision. These persons may be occupants of the vehicle
or a pedestrian which is struck by the vehicle. To this
end, vehicles are nowadays designed with so-called de-
formation zones which deform in a controlled manner to
thereby absorb energy which arises during impact be-
tween the vehicle and an object. The amount of energy
which arises in a collision is proportional to the square
of the relative velocity between the vehicle and the object
at impact. Obviously, the risk of injury to occupants of
vehicles is increased at higher speeds. Due to the con-
siderable amounts of energy which arise as a result of
high speed collisions, the deformation zones must exhibit
a certain degree of stiffness, or resistance to deformation,
to function effectively at those high speeds.
[0003] Most collisions between vehicles and pedestri-
ans occur in built-up areas in which the speed of the
vehicles is relatively low. For example, most jurisdictions
impose a speed limit in built-up areas of about 50 km/h.
In most collisions the speed of the vehicle is lower than
40 km/h. Due to the relatively light weight of most pedes-
trians, the amount of energy which arises in a low speed
collision between a vehicle and a pedestrian is relatively
low. This implies that the deformation zones of the vehicle
are not caused to deform to any great extent and there-
fore a large amount of the energy is transmitted to the
pedestrian, possibly resulting in injury.
[0004] In addition, there are certain critical positions
on the vehicle which are involved during a collision be-
tween a pedestrian and a vehicle. During a collision be-
tween a vehicle and a pedestrian, the pedestrian initially
impacts the front of the vehicle and thereafter the bonnet
of the vehicle. Although the bonnet itself may be designed
to be relatively deformable, the engine covered by the
bonnet is normally not deformable and this implies the
deformation capability being dependent on the size of
the clearance between the bonnet and the engine. Sev-
eral attempts have been made to reduce the head injuries
of a pedestrian by certain configurations of bonnet. Dif-
ferent ways of causing the trailing edge of the bonnet to
lift are known. For example document US 5,385,212 dis-
closes a vehicle bonnet for motor cars where the vehicle
bonnet is lifted to provide a clearance, so that the bonnet
may deform to cushion the impact. Such a clearance can
be obtained by arranging the bonnet assembly to move

rearwardly and pivot when an impact is applied to the
leading edge of the bonnet. Such a bonnet is however
not able to effectively protect a pedestrian in all kind of
impact situations. In particular, in a collision between a
child and a vehicle the head of the child hits the bonnet
at a position much closer to the leading edge of the bon-
net.
[0005] EP-A-1 104 726 (Volkswagen Aktiengesells-
chaft) discloses a safety unit at a vehicle to protect pe-
destrians. The safety unit includes a support element
constructed as an at least one-section deformation ele-
ment. In the event of an impact with a pedestrian the front
bonnet is purposefully lowered by energy absorption
through deformation of the deformation element so that
the deformation element is transferred from an unde-
formed normal position to a deformed position.
[0006] DE 197 21 565 A1 (Volkswagen AG) discloses
a safety device having a sensor device at the front of the
vehicle to detect an impending or actual collision with a
pedestrian. A control element triggered by the sensor
displaces a front bonnet from its rest position into a raised
impact position.
[0007] FR-A-2 852 570 (Renault SA) discloses a
shock-absorbing stop and the application of the shock-
absorbing stop for absorbing the impact of a pedestrian
against the bonnet of a motor vehicle. The stop has a
support possessing a rigid friction surface that rubs itself
on rigid friction surface of a base during a sliding move-
ment of the support with respect to the base. The surface
of the support is compliment to the surface of the base
such that rubbing between the surfaces takes place on
a largest part of a sliding path of the support to absorb a
part of compression energy of the stop during a shock.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] A vehicle is usually provided with some kind of
bonnet bumpstop for supporting the bonnet and for align-
ment of the bonnet relative to the vehicle body when the
bonnet is closed. In case the hinge mechanism of the
bonnet is arranged in the trailing end of the bonnet close
to the windscreen of the vehicle, bonnet bumpstops will
be arranged in positions close to the leading end of the
bonnet. These bumpstops supporting the bonnet in the
vertical direction are not able to yield to any great extent,
or in other words; a bonnet bumpstop has normally a
relatively high resistance to deformation. The possibility
to displace such a bumpstop in the vertical direction is
very limited. This implies that the deformation capability
of the bonnet is strongly reduced in the area close to such
a bonnet bumpstop. In most cases the mass-moment of
inertia of the bonnet, and the force exerted by any other
component supporting the bonnet, creates a sufficient
resistance against movement of the bonnet to cushion
the impact. Any additional resistance from the bonnet
bumpstop could increase the risk of injury to the pedes-
trian.
[0009] The invention is based on the insight that a bon-
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net bumpstop is potentially dangerous to a pedestrian
being hit by a vehicle, in particular to a child since the
head of the child can impact the region of the bonnet
where such a bonnet bumpstop is arranged.
[0010] An object of the invention is therefore to provide
a bonnet bumpstop for a vehicle of the kind referred to
in the introduction, by which bonnet bumpstop the risk of
injury to a pedestrian during an impact between the pe-
destrian and a vehicle is reduced to a substantial extent.
[0011] This object is achieved by a bonnet bumpstop
according to claim 1.
[0012] By the provision of a bonnet bumpstop which
above a predetermined value representative of a force
to be transmitted from a bonnet to the bonnet bumpstop
is collapsible by substantially instantaneous neutralising
of the interconnection between a first component and a
second component, a bonnet can move downwardly
without or with reduced resistance from the bonnet bump-
stop. Such a bonnet bumpstop can be used for achieving
a pedestrian protection in an accident between a vehicle
and a pedestrian. By selecting the predetermined value
above which the bonnet bumpstop is collapsible based
on known impact parameters for collisions between a
child and a vehicle, possibly head injuries of a child
caused by the collision can be avoided or reduced.
[0013] The invention also relates to a bonnet bumpstop
assembly according to claim 7.
[0014] Further advantages and advantageous fea-
tures of the invention are disclosed in the following de-
scription and in the dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] With reference to the appended drawings, be-
low follows a more detailed description of embodiments
of the invention cited as examples.
[0016] In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a vehicle front
cross member provided with two bonnet bumpstops
according to the invention,

Fig. 2 is an enlarged perspective view of a bonnet
bumpstop according to the invention, illustrating the
bumpstop in a non-collapsed state during normal
conditions,

Fig. 3 is a perspective view corresponding to Fig. 2
illustrating the bonnet bumpstop in a collapsed state
after impact,

Fig. 4 is a cross section view illustrating a clinching
joint between a first component and a second com-
ponent of the bonnet bumpstop according to the in-
vention,

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of another bonnet bump-
stop,

Fig. 6 is a schematic view of a bonnet bumpstop
assembly according to the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0017] Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating a ve-
hicle front cross member 1 (also named grille opening
reinforcement) provided with two collapsible bonnet
bumpstops 2 according to the invention. Normally, such
a front cross member 1 is mounted in the front of a car
for attachment of several different components, for ex-
ample a grille portion, head lamps etc. The bumpstops
2 are arranged to support a bonnet 3 and for alignment
of the bonnet 3 relative the vehicle body when the bonnet
3 is closed. In a structure where two bonnet bumpstops
2 are used, they are preferably similar to each other and
mounted in a mirror-inverted way relative to each other.
[0018] The bonnet bumpstop is illustrated more clearly
in figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the bonnet bumpstop
2 in a non-collapsed state during normal conditions, and
figure 3 shows the bonnet bumpstop 2 in a collapsed
state after an impact. The bonnet bumpstop 2 for a ve-
hicle comprises a first component 4 having a support part
5 for supporting a bonnet 3 in the vertical direction 16
during normal operation when the bonnet 3 is closed and
rests against the first component 4. The supporting part
5 provides a certain limited area of the first component
4 where the bonnet 3 is intended to contact the bonnet
bumpstop 2 when the bonnet 3 rests against the bonnet
bumpstop 2. The supporting part is preferably constituted
by a rubber-faced bumper 5 protruding upwardly from
the first component 4. This bumper 5 preferably provides
substantially a point support to the bonnet 3 during nor-
mal conditions.
[0019] The bonnet bumpstop 2 also comprises a sec-
ond component 6 attachable to a vehicle. In the embod-
iment illustrated in figures 1-3 the second component 6
is attached to a front cross member 1 which in turn is
intended to be attached to a vehicle. This second com-
ponent can be a plate 6 partly overlapping with the first
component 4 so as to enable the first component 4 and
the second component 6 to be interconnected to each
other.
[0020] The bonnet bumpstop 2 further comprises a
means 7 for interconnection of the first component 4 and
the second component 6 to each other. Such an inter-
connection means 7 or connector can comprise an ad-
ditional component 8 or be created by cooperation be-
tween the first and second components only. Above a
predetermined value representative of the force to be
transmitted from a bonnet 3 to the bonnet bumpstop 2,
the bonnet bumpstop 2 is collapsible by substantially in-
stantaneous neutralising of the interconnection between
the first component 4 and the second component 6, there-
by allowing at least a part of the first component 4 includ-
ing said support part 5 to be moved substantially freely
relative to the second component 6 so as to allow the
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bonnet 3 to move downwardly 17 in case of an impact
between a pedestrian and the bonnet 3. This implies the
bonnet bumpstop 2 is collapsible above a certain thresh-
old value which can be selected so as to obtain varies
impact characteristics. Although such an interconnection
means 7 can be a breakable component 8 in addition to
the first and second components, such as a bolt, pin, rivet
or similar, preferably such an interconnection means can
be obtained by clinching the first component 4 and the
second component 6 to each other.
[0021] In figure 4 a clinching joint is illustrated where
a portion 9 of the material of the first component 4 pro-
trudes and is arranged inside a protruding portion 11 of
the second component 6. The shearing strength of the
clinching joint determines the threshold value for break-
ing the interconnection between the first and second
components. A clinching joint can be accomplished with-
out use of any additional component, whereas a riveting
joint for instance requires the use of a rivet. The inter-
connection means 7 can be made breakable at said pre-
determined value in various ways for releasing the first
and second components from each other in. Preferably,
the interconnection means 7 is breakable by shearing
which creates a non-ambiguous threshold value.
[0022] In addition to the various kinds of breakable in-
terconnection means, in an alternative embodiment the
interconnection between the first component and the sec-
ond component can be neutralised by removal of the in-
terconnection means 7, as is further described in con-
nection to figure 6.
[0023] Generally, the threshold value can correspond
to a force in the interval 500 to 2500N exerted vertically
on the bonnet bumpstop by the bonnet, and preferably
in the interval 500 to 1500N, and more preferably in the
interval 800 to 1200N. The use of such a threshold value
for allowing neutralization of the interconnection between
the first component 4 and the second component 6 also
implies that below said predetermined value represent-
ative of the force to be transmitted from the bonnet 3 to
the bonnet bumpstop 2, the first and second components
are substantially immovable relative to each other be-
cause of the interconnection means 7.
[0024] In the embodiment illustrated in figures 2 and
3, the first component 4 has a first portion 12 intercon-
nected to the second component 6 by means of said in-
terconnection means 7, and the support part 5 is included
in the first portion 12. Furthermore, the first component
4 has a second portion 13 attachable to a vehicle, and
the first portion 12 and the second portion 13 are inter-
connected to each other by means of a portion 14 con-
stituting a weakening of the first component 4. In this
case the second portion 13 is a part of the front cross
member 1 which is intended to be mounted in a vehicle.
The weakening portion will permit relative pivoting of the
first and second portions of the first component 4 when
the first portion 12 is loaded in excess of a predetermined
value. This predetermined value is adapted to the thresh-
old value, and when the interconnection between the first

and second component is neutralised, the first portion 12
of the first component 4 is pivoted around a geometrical
pivot axis provided by the weakening portion 14 situated
between said first and second portions.
[0025] The first portion is preferably an elongated arm
12 extending from the second portion 13 to the second
component 6. The arm 12 may be provided with for ex-
ample a notch at said weakening portion 14 between said
first and second portions to obtain the weakening of the
first component. Steel, aluminium and magnesium alloys
are suitable materials for producing the first component
4 and/or the second component 6. Then, the first com-
ponent can be provided with such a weakening portion,
and the interconnection between the first and second
components can be accomplished by clinching in a ra-
tional way. Also plastics and hybrids of plastic and steel
are possible materials to be used.
[0026] Once the interconnection is neutralised, the
type, position and size of the weakening of the first com-
ponent 4 determines the critical load required to obtain
pivot motion around the geometrical pivot axis, and thus
the resistance against displacement of the bonnet 3
caused by the bumpstop 2 is determined by the stiffness
of the weakening portion. The weakening portion may be
obtained by arranging a notch such as a slit, an incipient
crack, a hack, a fold or flopper, and/or a material defect
in the connection between the first portion 12 and the
second portion 13. Thus, the size, geometry and/or the
material properties of the first component can be used
to achieve the requisite impact characteristics. The first
component has preferably a reduced cross section area
at the weakening portion in comparison to the adjacent
parts of the first component.
[0027] Also embodiments where an additional compo-
nent has to be broken to permit pivot motion around the
pivot point can be used. In this case the weakening point
can be a regular pivot point achieved by a hinge mech-
anism or similar which pivot mechanism is locked against
pivot motion by the additional component during normal
conditions. By the provision of such an additional com-
ponent, such as a shear pin or similar, a non-ambiguously
defined threshold load needed to cause the pivot motion
can be achieved.
[0028] In figure 5 another bonnet bumpstop is illustrat-
ed. In this embodiment one of either the first component
40 or the second component 60 has a space 150 for
accommodating at least a part of the other of the first
component 40 and the second component 60. Preferably
the component 60 accommodating the other component
40 is a tube which suitably can have a circular cross sec-
tion. In the illustrated embodiment the first component
40 is provided with the supporting part 50 and is arranged
inside the second component 60. The first component
40 can be a solid cylinder or a tube concentrically ar-
ranged relative to the second component 60. The outer
diameter of the first component 40 is less than the inner
diameter of the second component 60. The second com-
ponent 60 is attachable to the vehicle, for example to a
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front cross member 100 of a vehicle. The first component
40 is locked against movement relative to the second
component 60 by means of the interconnection means
70. Once the interconnection between the first and sec-
ond component is neutralised, either by breaking the in-
terconnection means 70 or removal thereof, the first com-
ponent 40 and the second component 60 can move sub-
stantially freely relative to each other. This implies that
the first component 40 is displaced downwardly 170 due
to the force exerted by the bonnet 30 during an impact
situation.
[0029] To obtain a controlled movement between the
first 40 and second components 60 any kind of spring
element could be arranged between the first and second
components to counteract the movement. The first and
second components are preferably arranged so as to
make the friction therebetween negligible. The intercon-
nection means 70 can be of any type already mentioned
herein in connection with any other embodiment of the
invention, such as for example one or more shearing pins.
[0030] Figure 6 illustrates schematically a bonnet
bumpstop assembly comprising a bonnet bumpstop 2
(only partly illustrated) according to the invention, for ex-
ample a bonnet bumpstop as illustrated in figure 2 or 5,
and a mechanism 18 for displacement of the intercon-
nection means 7, which can be a pin 8, for releasing the
first component 4 and the second component 6 from each
other. Thus, in this embodiment the interconnection
means 7 is not broken at a predetermined threshold val-
ue. Instead the interconnection means 7 is displaced for
removal of the interconnection means and thereby neu-
tralising the interconnection between the first and second
components. The displacement mechanism can be an
electric motor provided with suitable components for con-
verting rotation movement of the motor to a linear motion
of the interconnection means 7. Alternatively, the dis-
placement mechanism can comprise an electromagnet
for displacement of the interconnection means 7. In the
position illustrated, the pin 8 locks the first component 4
and the second component 6 relative to each other. By
displacement of the pin 8 in a direction to the left in figure
6 to a position illustrated by the dashed lines, the inter-
connection between the first component 4 and the sec-
ond component 6 is neutralised.
[0031] The displacement mechanism 18 is preferably
controlled to remove the interconnection means 7 so as
to provide substantially the same impact characteristics
as if the interconnection means was broken. This implies
that the interconnection means 7 is displaced in a situa-
tion where a force exceeding the predetermined value
can be expected to be transmitted.
[0032] There are two main alternatives how to control
the displacement mechanism 18. As a first main alterna-
tive, a sensor can be arranged on the vehicle and used
to control the displacement mechanism. The sensor can
be of the type sensing the position, size and/or relative
speed of an object which is to impact the bumper or the
bonnet of a vehicle. This kind of sensor uses for example

radar or any similar equipment. Another type of sensor
is arranged to sense the force exerted on the vehicle by
an object during the initial part of a collision between such
an object and the vehicle.
[0033] The second main alternative is to control the
displacement mechanism based on the speed of the ve-
hicle. For example, during velocities between 20-45 km/h
the displacement mechanism is controlled to remove the
interconnection means so as to neutralise the intercon-
nection between the first and the second component. Of
course these main alternatives can be combined with
each other.
[0034] It is to be understood that the present invention
is not limited to the embodiments described above and
illustrated in the drawings; rather, the skilled person will
recognize that many changes and modifications may be
made within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A bonnet bumpstop (2; 20) for a vehicle, comprising
a first component (4; 40) having a support part (5;
50) for supporting a bonnet (3; 30) in the vertical
direction during normal operation when the bonnet
is closed and rests against the first component (4;
40), a second component (6; 60) attachable to a ve-
hicle, and a means (7; 70) for interconnection of the
first and second components to each other, wherein
above a predetermined value representative of a
force to be transmitted from a bonnet (3; 30) to the
bonnet bumpstop (2; 20), the bonnet bumpstop is
collapsible by substantially instantaneous neutralis-
ing of the interconnection between the first compo-
nent (4; 40) and the second component (6; 60), there-
by allowing at least a part of the first component (4;
40) including said support part (5; 50) to be moved
substantially freely relative to the second component
(6; 60) so as to allow the bonnet (3; 30) to move
downwardly in case of an impact between a pedes-
trian and the bonnet (3; 30),
characterized in that the first component (4) has a
first portion (12) interconnected to the second com-
ponent (6) by means of said interconnection means
(7), said support part (5) being included in the first
portion (12), and a second portion (13) attachable to
a vehicle, the first and second portions being con-
nected to each other by means of a portion (14) con-
stituting a weakening of the first component (4) which
will permit relative pivoting of the first portion (12)
and the second portion (13) when the first portion
being loaded in excess of a predetermined value.

2. A bonnet bumpstop according to claim 2, charac-
terized in that the first portion is an elongated arm
(12) extending from the second portion (13) to the
second component (6), said elongated arm (12) be-
ing provided with a notch at said weakening portion
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(14) between said first and second portions to obtain
the weakening of the first component (4).

3. A bonnet bumpstop according to any preceding
claim, characterized in that the interconnection
means (7; 70) is breakable at said predetermined
value for releasing the first and second components
from each other.

4. A bonnet bumpstop according to claim 3, charac-
terized in that the interconnection means (7; 70) is
breakable by shearing.

5. A bonnet bumpstop according to claim 3 or 4, char-
acterized in that the interconnection means (7; 70)
is a clinching joint between the first component (4;
40) and the second component (6; 60).

6. A bonnet bumpstop according to claim 3 or 4, char-
acterized in that the interconnection means (7; 70)
is a breakable component in addition to the first and
second components.

7. A bonnet bumpstop assembly comprising a bonnet
bumpstop according to any of claims 1-2, and a
mechanism (18) for displacement of the interconnec-
tion means (7) so as to neutralise the interconnection
between the first and second components for releas-
ing the first component (4) and the second compo-
nent (6) from each other.

8. A bonnet bumpstop assembly according to claim 7,
characterized in that the displacement mechanism
comprises a motor or electromagnet (18) for dis-
placement of the interconnection means (7).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Haubenanschlag (2, 20) für ein Fahrzeug, um-
fassend eine erste Komponente (4, 40), die ein
Stützteil (5, 50) zum Stützen einer Haube (3, 30) in
die vertikale Richtung während eines normalen Be-
triebes, wenn die Haube geschlossen ist und an der
ersten Komponente (4, 40) ruht, aufweist, eine zwei-
te Komponente (6, 60), die am Fahrzeug fixierbar
ist, und ein Mittel zur gegenseitigen Verbindung (7,
70) der ersten und der zweiten Komponente anein-
ander, wobei oberhalb eines vorbestimmten Wertes,
der eine von der Haube (3, 30) zum Haubenanschlag
(2, 20) zu übertragende Kraft repräsentiert, der Hau-
ben-Anschlagspuffer durch im wesentlichen soforti-
ges Aufheben der gegenseitigen Verbindung der er-
sten Komponente (4, 40) und der zweiten Kompo-
nente (6, 60) zusammenlegbar ist, wodurch zumin-
dest einem Teil der ersten Komponente (4, 40), die
das Stützteil (5, 50) einschließt, ermöglicht wird, im
Bezug auf die zweite Komponente (6, 60) im wesent-

lichen frei bewegt zu werden, um so der Haube (3,
30) zu gestatten, dass sie sich im Falle eines Zu-
sammenstoßes zwischen einem Fußgänger und der
Haube (3, 30) nach unten bewegt, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die erste Komponente (4) über
einen ersten Abschnitt (12), der mittels des besagten
Mittels zur gegenseitigen Verbindung (7) mit der
zweiten Komponente (6) verbunden ist, wobei das
Stützteil (5) in dem ersten Abschnitt (12) enthalten
ist, und einen zweiten, an einem Fahrzeug fixierba-
ren Abschnitt (13) verfügt, wobei der erste und der
zweite Abschnitt mittels eines Abschnitts (14) mit-
einander verbunden werden, der eine Schwächung
der ersten Komponente (4) darstellt, was ein relati-
ves Schwenken des ersten Abschnitts (12) und des
zweiten Abschnitts (13) zueinander erlaubt, wenn
der erste Abschnitt über einen vorbestimmten Wert
hinaus belastet wird.

2. Ein Haubenanschlag nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der erste Abschnitt ein längli-
cher Arm (12) ist, der sich vom zweiten Abschnitt
(13) zur zweiten Komponente (6) erstreckt, wobei
der längliche Arm (12) mit einer Kerbe an dem
schwächenden Abschnitt (14) zwischen dem ersten
und dem zweiten Abschnitt versehen ist, um eine
Schwächung der ersten Komponente (4) zu erzielen.

3. Ein Haubenanschlag nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Mittel zur gegenseitigen Verbindung (7, 70) bei
dem vorbestimmten Wert brechbar ist, um die erste
und die zweite Komponente voneinander zu lösen.

4. Ein Haubenanschlag nach Anspruch 3, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das Mittel zur gegenseitigen
Verbindung (7, 70) brechbar durch Scheren ist.

5. Ein Haubenanschlag nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Mittel zur gegen-
seitigen Verbindung (7, 70) eine Durchsetzfügever-
bindung zwischen der ersten Komponente (4, 40)
und der zweiten Komponente (6, 60) ist.

6. Ein Haubenanschlag nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Mittel zur gegen-
seitigen Verbindung (7, 70) eine brechbare Kompo-
nente zusätzlich zur ersten und zweiten Komponen-
te ist.

7. Eine Haubenanschlag - Baugruppe, umfassend ei-
nen Haubenanschlag nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 2 und einen Mechanismus (18) zum örtlichen
Verlagern des Mittels zur gegenseitigen Verbindung
(7), so dass die gegenseitige Verbindung zwischen
der ersten und zweiten Komponente aufgehoben
wird, um die erste Komponente (4) und die zweite
Komponente (6) voneinander zu lösen.
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8. Eine Haubenanschlag - Baugruppe nach Anspruch
7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Mechanis-
mus zum örtlichen Verlagern einen Motor oder einen
Elektromagneten (18) zum örtlichen Verlagern des
Mittels zur gegenseitigen Verbindung (7) umfasst.

Revendications

1. Butée (2 ; 20) de capot-moteur pour un véhicule,
comprenant un premier composant (4 ; 40) ayant
une pièce de support (5 ; 50) destinée à supporter
un capot-moteur (3 ; 30) dans la direction verticale
pendant un fonctionnement normal lorsque le capot-
moteur est fermé et repose contre le premier com-
posant (4 ; 40), un deuxième composant (6 ; 60) pou-
vant être fixé à un véhicule, et un moyen (7 ; 70)
d’interconnexion du premier et du deuxième compo-
sants entre eux, dans laquelle, au-dessus d’une va-
leur prédéterminée représentative d’une force à
transmettre d’un capot-moteur (3 ; 30) à la butée (2 ;
20) du capot-moteur, la butée du capot-moteur peut
s’affaisser par une neutralisation pratiquement ins-
tantanée de l’interconnexion entre le premier com-
posant (4 ; 40) et le deuxième composant (6 ; 60),
autorisant ainsi au moins une partie du premier com-
posant (4 ; 40) englobant ladite pièce de support (5 ;
50) à être déplacée essentiellement librement par
rapport au deuxième composant (6 ; 60) afin de per-
mettre au capot-moteur (3 ; 30) de se déplacer vers
le bas dans le cas d’un choc entre un piéton et le
capot-moteur (3 ; 30), caractérisée en ce que le
premier composant (4) possède une première por-
tion (12) interconnectée avec le deuxième compo-
sant (6) par l’intermédiaire dudit moyen (7) d’inter-
connexion, ladite pièce de support (5) étant comprise
dans la première portion (12), et une deuxième por-
tion (13) pouvant être fixée à un véhicule, la première
et la deuxième portions étant raccordées l’une à
l’autre au moyen d’une portion (14) constituant un
affaiblissement du premier composant (4) qui per-
mettra un pivotement relatif de la première portion
(12) et de la deuxième portion (13) lorsque la pre-
mière portion reçoit une charge excédant une valeur
prédéterminée.

2. Butée de capot-moteur selon la revendication 2, ca-
ractérisée en ce que la première portion est un bras
allongé (12) s’étendant de la deuxième portion (13)
jusqu’au deuxième composant (6), ledit bras allongé
(12) étant pourvu d’une encoche au niveau de ladite
portion (14) d’affaiblissement entre lesdites premiè-
re et deuxième portions, pour assurer l’affaiblisse-
ment du premier composant (4).

3. Butée de capot-moteur selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce
que le moyen d’interconnexion (7 ; 70) peut se briser

à ladite valeur prédéterminée pour libérer le premier
et le deuxième composants l’un de l’autre.

4. Butée de capot-moteur selon la revendication 3, ca-
ractérisée en ce que le moyen d’interconnexion (7 ;
70) peut se briser par cisaillement.

5. Butée de capot-moteur selon la revendication 3 ou
4, caractérisée en ce que le moyen d’intercon-
nexion (7 ; 70) est un joint rivé entre le premier com-
posant (4 ; 40) et le deuxième composant (6 ; 60).

6. Butée de capot-moteur selon la revendication 3 ou
4, caractérisée en ce que le moyen d’intercon-
nexion (7 ; 70) est un composant pouvant se briser
en plus du premier et du deuxième composants.

7. Unité de butée de capot-moteur comprenant une bu-
tée de capot-moteur selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 2, et un mécanisme (18) pour le
déplacement des moyens d’interconnexion (7) dans
le but de neutraliser l’interconnexion entre le premier
et le deuxième composants pour libérer le premier
composant (4) et le deuxième composant (6) l’un de
l’autre.

8. Unité de butée de capot-moteur selon la revendica-
tion 7, caractérisée en ce que le mécanisme de
déplacement comprend un moteur ou un élec-
troaimant (18) pour le déplacement des moyens d’in-
terconnexion (7).
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